Yeguada Senillosa
Reservation conditions (Accommodation)

Accommodation

This document is to regulate the general terms and conditions of
contract services Online Reservation.
To complete the reservation is necessary to pay 50% of the whole amount. The remaining
50% will be charged on the card provided at the time of booking 10 days before arrival.
Reservations made during the previous 7 days from the date of arrival, charging 100% of the
reservation fee.
The card is provided at the when booking is also used as guarantee for the good use of
facilities.
Tourist Tax not included, are € 0,90 / adult / night. It is considered the adult over 16 years.
The only limitation is the number of overnight stays up to 7 nights.
ARRIVAL TIME TO THE FARM WILL ALWAYS BEFORE 20: 00H. It is essential to communicate
the time of arrival at the farm if later, as early as possible so that it can move a person to
perform the reception. You can call +34 683 349 109, which is in the gate, in a visible place.
Cancellation policy (Accommodation)
At the time of booking you make a payment of 50% of the total will not be refunded in case
of cancellation.
The remaining 50% will be a charge on the credit card of the following amounts:
Between 9 days and 72 hours before arrival: Charge of 50% of the entire reserved stay.
Past 72 Hours, failure, premature abandonment during the stay or any unforeseen Early
departure: 100% of the entire reservation will be charged.
Any supplement within the reserve, such as sofa bed, noting ... is within the total price of the
reservation, which will not be repaid in full, the first point to be applicable to the cancellation
policy.
In the no show, early exit during your stay or early departure before any amount of time will
not return.

Reservations subject to discounts or promotions are not refundable in any case.

